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Resumo
O conceito de Software-Defined Networkings (SDNs) acaba com o acoplamento que
existe nas redes tradicionais entre o plano de controlo e o plano de dados. Este desa-
coplamento facilita o desenvolvimento de aplicac¸o˜es inovadoras e flexı´veis para gerir,
monitorizar e programar as redes. Em SDN, as aplicac¸o˜es usam uma visa˜o da rede logi-
camente centralizada, fornecida por controladores que programam remotamente os swit-
ches na rede. Se esta visa˜o da rede na˜o for coerente com o verdadeiro estado da rede,
as aplicac¸o˜es va˜o executar sobre um estado desatualizado e produzir resultados incorre-
tos. Isto pode degradar significativamente o desempenho da rede e gerar problemas como
criac¸a˜o de loops ou falhas de seguranc¸a. Como em qualquer sistema em produc¸a˜o, falhas
em componentes devem ser expecta´veis. Desta forma, e´ importante que o plano de con-
trolo seja capaz de manter uma visa˜o coerente da rede mesmo na presenc¸a de falhas nos
controladores ou nas ligac¸o˜es. Para isto, a visa˜o da rede tem que estar replicada de forma
coerente entre va´rios controladores para que a falha de um na˜o comprometa a disponibi-
lidade do sistema. Adicionalmente, o estado mantido pelos switches tem que ser tratado
de forma coerente, o que e´ particularmente difı´cil na presenc¸a de falhas.
Este trabalho propo˜e um plano de controlo SDN resiliente que permita a aplicac¸o˜es de
rede inalteradas correr num ambiente tolerante a falhas e coerente (tanto a nı´vel do estado
do controlador como dos switches). Para conseguir o ambiente tolerante a falhas, os
controladores devem replicar (de forma transparente) entre si os eventos recebidos antes
que estes sejam entregues a`s aplicac¸o˜es de rede. Para conseguir um sistema coerente,
a ideia principal e´ fazer com que os controladores processem as mensagens de controlo
(incluindo enviar comandos aos switches) transaccionalmente, exatamente uma vez, e
pela mesma ordem total. Esta ordem total e´ decidida por um dos controladores, o lı´der,
que tambe´m e´ o controlador responsa´vel por replicar os eventos pelos outros controladores
e por enviar os comandos para os switches. Desta forma todos os controladores chegara˜o
ao mesmo estado interno, o que faz com que tenham a mesma visa˜o da rede e possam
gerir os switches no caso de o controlador lı´der falhar.
Atualmente existe apenas um controlador para SDN que utiliza estes mecanismos e
que oferece as garantias de toleraˆncia a falhas e coereˆncia referidas, o Ravana. No en-
tanto, o Ravana requer que sejam feitas modificac¸o˜es aos switches de rede e ao protocolo
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usado entre os controladores e os switches (i.e., o protocolo OpenFlow) como parte da
sua implementac¸a˜o. Especificamente, o Ravana requer que:
• Os switches mantenham dois buffers locais, um para eventos que enviam aos con-
troladores e outro para comandos que recebem destes;
• O protocolo OpenFlow seja alterado para adicionar duas mensagens novas de con-
firmac¸a˜o (controlador confirma a recec¸a˜o de eventos e switch confirma a recec¸a˜o
de comandos) e duas mensagens novas para a limpeza dos buffers mantidos pelos
switches (enviadas pelos controladores).
Estes requisitos tornam a adoc¸a˜o do Ravana em sistemas reais problema´tica, pois na˜o
existem switches com estas caracterı´sticas nem e´ expecta´vel que o protocolo OpenFlow
seja alterado no futuro pro´ximo de acordo com as modificac¸o˜es requeridas pelo Ravana.
Com estas limitac¸o˜es em mente, desenvolvemos o Rama, um controlador para SDN que
oferece as mesmas garantias de toleraˆncia a falhas e coereˆncia que o Ravana mas que na˜o
requer modificac¸o˜es aos switches nem ao protocolo OpenFlow.
O protocolo do Rama utiliza te´cnicas inovadoras para cumprir estes objetivos. En-
quanto no Ravana cada switch apenas envia os eventos para o lı´der atual (e guarda o
evento num buffer para o caso de ser preciso reenviar para o novo master), no Rama os
switches enviam os seus eventos para todos os controladores. Para isto, fazemos uso do
protocolo OpenFlow para definir os tipos de mensagens que os switches devem enviar
para cada controlador (por exemplo, definindo os controladores como estando no papel
equals). Isto permite que os controladores se possam coordenar entre si para na˜o pro-
cessar o mesmo evento mais que uma vez e, mais importante ainda, para que nenhum
evento seja perdido sem depender do reenvio do evento pelo switch (como todos os con-
troladores recebem o evento, basta que um na˜o falhe para o evento na˜o se perder). De
seguida, o controlador lı´der replica o evento para os outros controladores (obedecendo
a uma ordem total) e entrega-o a`s suas aplicac¸o˜es de rede. Estas aplicac¸o˜es va˜o gerar
comandos para serem enviados para os switches. Aqui entra outro aspeto diferenciador
entre o Rama e o Ravana. Enquanto no Ravana o lı´der simplesmente envia o comando a
contar que, em caso de falha, o switch seja capaz de filtrar comandos repetidos, o Rama
usa um novo mecanismo introduzido no OpenFlows (OFs) 1.4 – os Bundles (ou grupos) –
para garantir que os switches apenas processam cada comando uma u´nica vez. Os bundles
permitem aos controladores enviar va´rios comandos para um grupo mantido pelo switch e
de seguida dizer-lhe para processar todos os comandos nesse grupo de forma ato´mica. Ao
fazer isto, o switch, de acordo com o protocolo OFs, tem que enviar uma mensagem de
volta ao controlador a confirmar que aquele grupo de comandos foi completamente pro-
cessado. Esta confirmac¸a˜o diz ao controlador lı´der que mais nenhum controlador pode
voltar a enviar os comandos para aquele evento. Pore´m, como o lı´der pode falhar sem
avisar os outros controladores que recebeu esta confirmac¸a˜o, na˜o e´ trivial atingir este
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propo´sito. Para resolver este problema, propomos um mecanismo adicional (ja´ que na˜o
e´ possı´vel programar o switch para enviar esta confirmac¸a˜o para todos os controladores):
adicionamos uma mensagem do tipo PacketOut ao grupo mantido pelo switch que tenha
como destino todos os controladores. Desta forma, quando o switch processa o grupo,
o lı´der recebe a confirmac¸a˜o normal, indicativa de o grupo estar processado, e os outros
controladores recebem uma mensagem com o conteu´do definido pelo lı´der (por exemplo,
o identificador do evento).
Estes dois mecanismos, quando usados em conjunto – enviar eventos para todos os
controladores e enviar comandos usando bundles – permitem ao Rama oferecer as mesmas
garantias de coereˆncia que o Ravana mas sem alterar os switches nem o protocolo OFs.
O Rama foi desenvolvido tendo como base o Floodlight, um controlador SDN modu-
lar, open source, escrito em Java e com uma comunidade ativa. No Floodlight, aplicac¸o˜es
de rede (e.g., balanceador de carga, firewall) podem ser integradas como mo´dulos num
nu´cleo bem definido que implementa abstrac¸o˜es de rede comuns (e.g., topologia da rede,
descoberta e gesta˜o de caminhos na rede) e oferece uma interface que torna fa´cil enviar
e receber mensagens aos switches na rede. Para tratar as mensagens vindas dos switches
de rede, o Floodlight usa um processamento em forma de encadeamento (pipeline), onde
cada mo´dulo processa a mensagem (i.e., atualizar o seu estado e possivelmente enviar
comandos para programar o switch em conformidade com a situac¸a˜o) um apo´s o outro.
Cada mo´dulo pode ainda definir relac¸o˜es de ordem com outros mo´dulos (i.e., se este
mo´dulo deve receber mensagens antes ou depois de outros mo´dulos) e, quando recebe a
mensagem, decidir se o processamento da mesma pelos outros mo´dulos deve continuar
ou parar.
No desenvolvimento do Rama decidimos usar o ZooKeepers (ZKs) para fazer a coor-
denac¸a˜o entre os controladores pela sua confiabilidade, simplicidade e ampla utilizac¸a˜o.
O ZK da Apache pode ser visto como um servic¸o de coordenac¸a˜o centralizado que expo˜e
um conjunto de primitivas (e.g., gesta˜o de nomes, gesta˜o de configurac¸o˜es, sincronizac¸a˜o,
servic¸os de grupo) a ser utilizado por aplicac¸o˜es distribuı´das de forma a que estas na˜o te-
nham que reimplementar as primitivas de cada vez que sa˜o necessa´rias. As caracterı´sticas
principais do ZK sa˜o: alto desempenho, alta disponibilidade, acesso estritamente orde-
nado e o uso de um modelo de dados hiera´rquico semelhante a um sistema de ficheiros.
O Rama usa o ZooKeeper para:
• Gesta˜o de membros: saber que controladores esta˜o ativos, detetar falhas de contro-
ladores e realizar eleic¸a˜o de lı´der no caso de falha do lı´der atual. Para isto usamos
o mecanismo de no´s tempora´rios que sa˜o criados por cada controlador e apaga-
dos pelo ZK quando a ligac¸a˜o deste com algum controlador e´ terminada (e.g., por
timeout).
• Replicac¸a˜o de eventos: o lı´der armazena um ou mais eventos em no´s numa pasta
observada pelas outras re´plicas de forma a que estas sigam a ordem definida pelo
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lı´der e saibam em que estado ele se encontra. Adicionalmente, tambe´m e´ mantida
a informac¸a˜o de que eventos ja´ esta˜o processados pelos switches (i.e., o lı´der ja´
enviou os comandos para o evento).
Para a fase de avaliac¸a˜o, usamos uma versa˜o modificada do Cbench – a ferramenta
usada para medir o desempenho de controladores OpenFlow – de forma a suportar bun-
dles. Com as nossas experieˆncias demonstramos que, embora o Rama atinja nı´veis de
desempenho aceita´veis (cerca de 28 mil respostas por segundo) ainda fica um pouco atra´s
do Ravana (40 mil respostas por segundo). Esta diferenc¸a e´ devida ao custo adicional
que o Rama incorre de modo a na˜o modificar os switches nem o protocolo OpenFlow.
Nomeadamente, o uso de bundles leva ao envio de mensagens adicionais para os switches
(envio de quatro mensagens contra uma do Ravana para responder a um evento), o que
em conjunto com a replicac¸a˜o e ordenac¸a˜o dos eventos reduz um pouco o desempenho do
sistema em geral.
Desta nossa proposta resultam va´rias contribuic¸o˜es, incluindo um poster aceite na
confereˆncia NSDI’16, contribuic¸o˜es para o deliverable 4.2 do projecto H2020 SUPER-
CLOUD, e ainda contribuic¸o˜es para projetos externos:
• Floodlight: contribuic¸o˜es para o controlador Floodlight relacionadas com o trata-
mento de bundles e outros melhoramentos.
• OpenvSwitch: contribuic¸a˜o para aceitar e tratar mensagens do tipo PacketOut den-
tro de bundles. Previamente estas mensagens eram rejeitadas.
• Cbench: modificac¸a˜o da ferramenta Cbench que avalia o desempenho dos contro-
ladores OpenFlow para aceitar e tratar mensagens relacionadas com bundles.
Palavras-chave: Redes definidas por software, Toleraˆncia a falhas, Coereˆncia forte,
OpenFlow
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Abstract
The concept of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) breaks the coupling in tradi-
tional networks between the control and data planes. This decoupling allows the de-
velopment of innovative and flexible applications to manage, monitor, and program the
network. In SDN, applications use a logically centralized network view, provided by the
controllers, to remotely program switches in the network. If this network view is not
consistent with the actual state of the network, applications will operate on a stale state
and produce incorrect outputs. This can significantly degrade the network performance
(e.g., packets can be forwarded through a failed link) and create problems such as network
loops or security failures. As in any system in production, component failures must be the
rule and not the exception. Thus, it is important that the control plane is able to maintain
a consistent network view in the presence of failures in both controllers and links. There-
fore, the network view must be consistently replicated across several controller replicas
so that the failure of one controller does not compromise the entire control plane. Addi-
tionally, to ensure a correct system, the state maintained by switches must be handled in
a consistent way, which is particularly difficult in the presence of failures.
This work proposes a resilient SDN control plane that allows modification-free ap-
plications to run in a fault-tolerant and consistent environment (in both controllers and
switches state). To achieve the fault-tolerant environment, controllers must replicate
(transparently) the received events among themselves before these are delivered to the
network applications. For the consistent environment, the main idea is that controllers
process control messages transactionally, exactly once, achieving a correct and consistent
operation of both controllers and switches, even if some of them fail. The two main tech-
niques used are instructing switches to send events to all controllers, which coordinate to
ensure exactly once event processing, and using OpenFlow Bundles as the acknowledge-
ment mechanism used by controllers to process commands on switches exactly once.
The differentiating factor and novelty over existing works is the fact that the consis-
tency guarantees our proposal assures, in a fault-tolerant SDN environment, do not require
modifications to neither switches nor to the OpenFlow protocol.
Keywords: Software-Defined Networking, Fault-Tolerance, Strong consistency, Control
plane, OpenFlow.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Traditional networks have had an undeniable success over the years, even with all
the complexities that their devices must face. These devices are responsible not only for
forwarding packets across the network but also for path computation and running network
protocols that implement core network functionalities like tunneling, discovery and access
control. As a result, network devices must be equipped with powerful hardware, which
will makes expensive and inflexible. On top of that, since these devices are implemented
in proprietary software and hardware, modifying or improving them is difficult, which
makes it very hard to experiment with new control protocols in existing networks.
The slow evolution in the traditional network control plane is caused by this funda-
mental problem which leads to a lack of both network management abstractions and of
common control platform. This makes the design and deployment of control protocols to
take many years, and prevents the development of innovative, flexible and reliable appli-
cations for controlling networks [1].
To solve this and other issues with traditional networks, the concept of Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) was introduced with the goal of decoupling the control plane
(which decides how to handle traffic) from the data plane (which forwards traffic accord-
ing to the control plane decisions) via standardized interfaces. A well-defined program-
ming interface between the switches and the SDN controller enables this decoupling and
allows the control logic to evolve independently from the data plane. Additionally, this
separation of concerns is very attractive as it opens the doors to new ways of managing,
monitoring and programing the network. Figure 1.1 ilustrates the differences between tra-
ditional networks and SDN. In traditional networks (1.1a), each network element has its
own (coupled) control plane with possibily different protocols and interfaces. In contrast,
SDN (1.1b) moves the control plane to a new, logically centralized, network node - the
controller (see section 1.1).
The most common and adopted interface in SDN is OpenFlow [2]. SDN and Open-
Flow both started as an academic project but quickly gained commercial interest. Ex-
amples include B4 [3], a software-defined network developed by Google to interconnect
its datacenters world-wide, and VMware’s network virtualization platform, NSX [4, 5].
More information about SDN and OpenFlow is given in section 2.1. However, the new
possibilities offered by SDN are not simple to put in practice and bring new problems not
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present in traditional networks. Indeed, the task of providing a logically centralized net-
work view brings many new challenges that must be addressed. Sezer et al. [6] explore
challenges and possible solutions regarding network performance (network nodes must
continue to be fast), scalability (controllers may need to manage a wide area network),
security (new SDN-related security threats) and interoperability (SDN coexistence with
traditional networks).
(a) Traditional networks (b) SDN
Fig. 1.1: Control and data plane coupling in traditional network vs. SDN
1.1 Control plane in SDN
The controllers are the crucial enabler of the SDN paradigm: they maintain the logi-
cally centralized network state to be used by applications and act as a common interme-
diary with the data plane. Controllers are responsible for installing flow rules on switches
that dictate how traffic should be handled. This can be done in a proactive, reactive or
hybrid fashion (see section 2.1). Figure 1.2 shows the normal execution in an SDN en-
vironment when a switch receives a packet that does not know how to forward. Note
that, usually, only the first packet of a specific flow needs controller intervention. Upon
receiving this packet, the controller will install flow rules on the switches with a specific
timeout depending on the controller needs. These flow rules allow the switches to forward
subsequent packets directly without contacting the controller.
Fig. 1.2: SDN flow execution. Switches send events to the controller as needed and the
controller replies with one or more commands that modify the switch’s tables.
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Martin Casado and Teemu Koponen, two of the first researches advocating SDN, have
asked the question of what makes a good controller Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs), arguing that controllers should not be yet standardized so that they can evolve
without constraints [7]. Additionally, they describe three classes of controller platforms
for SDNs: (i) application specific controllers, built with a single goal in mind, (ii) proto-
col specific controllers, that provide an interface based on the protocol (e.g., OpenFlow)
and (iii) general SDN controllers that fully decouple the control applications from the un-
derlying protocols. As noted in [1], classes (ii) and (iii) need to address many challenges
such as:
• Generality: the API provided by the controller must be generic enough to allow
applications to deliver a wide range of functionality in a variety of contexts;
• Scalability: the controller itself should not be a point of scalability problems;
• Reliability: the control platform must handle failures (of controllers, switches and
links) gracefully;
• Simplicity: the control platform should provide common abstractions to ease the
development of management applications;
• Performance: the additional latency introduced by the control plane should be rea-
sonable for the provided mechanisms.
For simplicity reasons, the original SDN architecture was designed to use a centralized
control plane (i.e., only one controller serving switches at each time) [8]. This design has
inherent scalability problems as the number and size of the network increases (i.e., the
number of events grows with the number of switches, latencies grow with the size of
the network, and flow setup times will grow significantly). It is important to note that
this general idea that SDN has scalability problems is not strictly related to SDN itself
– traditional control protocols face the same challenges – and the centralized design is
part of its historical evolution [9]. The main benefit of SDN over traditional networks is
that SDN eases the task of overcoming these common challenges by separating concerns
and, as such, facilitating the development of new network applications. Additionally,
this centralized control plane with only one controller managing the networks, is a single
point of failure that we want to avoid. To overcome these design limitations in terms of
reliability, there has been a significant number of proposals, explored in chapter 2.
1.2 Motivation
As stated before, SDN provides a logically centralized control plane, which does not
necessarily mean that the control plane is composed by only one controller machine. In
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fact, multiple controllers should coordinate themselves to provide this logically central-
ized control plane. Trivially, a single controller would be a single point of failure for the
whole system because the switches would lose their intelligence (the control plane) and
consequently become unable to make new decisions (although backup rules can be pre-
installed). By distributing the switches across multiple controllers, we can offload each
controller, achieving better performance, and tolerate faults, which is very important if
we consider an SDN in operation.
In SDN, the controllers enable the development of simple and modular applications
because they provide fundamental abstractions like control plane distribution, fault toler-
ance, consistent updates and others [10]. For example, if a controller has the ability to
tolerate faults in the system, applications will not be aware of faults and will still operate
correctly in their presence. The same idea is valid for application state. In a logically cen-
tralized, but distributed and fault-tolerant control plane, the controllers need to maintain
a consistent and updated global network view. Ideally, applications would not be aware
of the distribution and replication of their own state (i.e., centralized applications) and
would operate always on an updated and consistent network view. This is particularly
important in a fault-tolerant control plane. In case of contoller failure, if the network
view of the new controller (that will manage the switches) is not consistent with the one
of the crashed controller, applications will operate in a stale network view, which can
significantly degrade the performance of the system [11, 12].
To build a consistent global network view across replicated and fault-tolerant con-
trollers, events (packets) need to be processed in a consistent way that guarantees three
properties: (i) events are processed in the same (total) order in all controllers, (ii) no
events are lost (processed at least once) and (iii) no events are processed repeatedly (at
most once). These properties ensure that all controllers will reach the same internal state
and thus build a consistent network view.
However, building a consistent network view in the controllers is not enough to offer a
consistent logically centralized controller. In SDN, it is necessary to include switch state
into the system model and handle it consistently [12]. Since switches are programmed
by controllers (and controllers can fail), there must be mechanisms to ensure that con-
trollers actually send commands to the switches (at least once), but never send repeated
commands (at most once). In a fault-tolerant scenario, if a controller fails while it is pro-
cessing an event, it may have sent or not some commands. A naive approach to avoid that
no commands are missed would be for the new controller to simply repeat all commands
for that event. However, this could lead to the switch receiving duplicate commands which
would result in his state becoming inconsistent (with what is expected by the controller
and applications), since some commands are not idempotent and can cause unexpected
forwarding to in-flight packets. A simple example of a non idempotent command would
be a Packet Out message. If the crashed master sent the Packet Out message and the
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new master re-sends this command, the switch will simply forward the same packet twice
through the same port, which would result in one additional packet in the network (which
may be undesirable in certain networks).
Summing up, to achieve a consistent SDN environment, we need to ensure that the
following properties are met:
• Total Event Ordering: Controller replicas should process events in the same order
and subsequently all controller application instances should reach the same internal
state
• Exactly-Once Event Processing: All the events are processed, and are neither lost
nor processed repeatedly.
• Exactly-Once Execution of Commands: Any given series of commands are exe-
cuted once and only once on the switches.
This type of consistency (in both controllers and switches), provided by controllers,
offers full transparency to network applications, and makes controllers more reliable and
developer friendly.
To the best of our knowledge, the offer of fault-tolerance and consistency for SDN
control planes has only been addressed by Naga Katta et al. in [12]. To achieve these
properties, however, Ravana (the system proposed in [12]) requires modifications to the
OpenFlow protocol and to existing switches. Specifically, switches need to maintain two
buffers, one for events and one for commands, and four new messages need to be added to
the protocol – this is further explained in 2.4.2. These modifications preclude the adoption
of Ravana on existing systems and hinder the possibility of it being used in the near future
(as there are no guarantees these additions would be added to OpenFlow, for instance).
They are, thus, the main motivation of our work of achieving the same consistency guar-
antees without requiring changes to OpenFlow or modifications to switches.
1.3 Goals and Contributions
The main goal of this work is to develop a transparent control plane that allows un-
modified network applications to run in a consistent and fault-tolerant environment. At
the same time, no changes should be required to the protocol between the control and
data planes (e.g., OpenFlow) nor to the underlying hardware (e.g., switches). This is an
important requirement since it allows the system to be used with existing applications,
protocols and hardware.
With this in mind, we propose: 1) the design of a protocol that achieves the above
requirements and 2) an implementation and evaluation of a controller – Rama – that im-
plements the protocol. Rama is an OpenFlow controller built on top of Floodlight [13]
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that achieves the same consistency and fault tolerance guarantees as Ravana [12], but
without modifications to the OpenFlow protocol or to switches.
Additionally, as requisites that were result of our implementation and evaluation phases,
two additional contributions are to be mentioned here:
1. A new feature that allows the inclusion of Packet-Out messages inside Bundles was
added to OpenvSwitch [14] and integrated into the code line of this widely used
software switch.
2. An extended version of Cbench [15], a benchmarking tool for OpenFlow con-
trollers, that allows it to emulate OF 1.4 switches (instead of OF 1.0 switches)
was implemented.
Furthermore, some contributions were made to the Floodlight project [13], the base
controller where Rama was built on, to handle bundle-related messages and small fixes
and improvements.
1.4 Additional Outcomes
In February we submitted an abstract 1 for a poster to the 13th USENIX Symposium
on Networked Systems Design and Implementation (NSDI’16) conference. The abstract
was accepted and the poster 2 was presented in NSDI’16 poster session 3, generating
interesting discussion, including with the authors of Ravana [12].
We will submit a long paper with our proposal to SOSR’17 in the end of October.
We have also contributed to deliverable 4.2 of the H2020 Project SUPERCLOUD with
this work.
1.5 Document structure
Chapter 2 gives context about Software-Defined Networks and summarizes the related
work in the literature with a focus on scalability, consistency and reliability of SDN.
In chapter 3, we present the design of Rama, the control plane architecture we propose,
consisting of controller replicas and a coordination service, as well as a novel consistent
and fault-tolerant protocol.
The implementation of the proposed protocol is explained in section 4 with the corre-
sponding evaluation in section 5.
Finally, chapter 6 gives some concluding remarks and describes future work.
1https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.04211
2https://www.dropbox.com/s/da9m4pdfxwfyl7c/rama-poster-nsdi16.pdf
3https://www.usenix.org/conference/nsdi16/poster-session
Chapter 2 – Context & Related Work
This chapter presents the general idea of how SDN works so that we get a clearer
understanding of the possibilities it brings, its problems and challenges (section 2.1).
Then, in the following sections (2.2, 2.3 and 2.4), we dive into different classes of SDN
problems and how some of the works in the literature address them.
2.1 Context
To understand the building blocks of SDN, we first need to look at the three planes of
traditional networks:
• Data plane: the network nodes that are responsible for forwarding packets.
• Control plane: the network logic that consists of distributed protocols to build and
manage the forwarding tables.
• Management plane: software tools used to remotely monitor and configure how the
control plane works and to define network policies.
The main problem with the architecture of traditional networks is that the control and
data planes are tightly coupled in the same network devices. Despite the proven Internet
success, this problem results in networks that are inflexible, and complex to manage and
control. Additionally, this architecture hinders the design and deployment of innovative
network protocols because a change requires complicated modifications in every network
node.
SDN learns from the traditional networks mistakes and, as defined by the Open Net-
working Foundation1 [16], defines an architecture that is:
• Directly programmable: Network control is directly programmable because it is
decoupled from forwarding functions.
• Agile: Abstracting control from forwarding lets administrators dynamically adjust
network-wide traffic flow to meet changing needs.
1Open Networking Foundation is a user-driven organization dedicated to the promotion and adoption
of Software-Defined Networking through open standards development.
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• Centrally managed: Network intelligence is (logically) centralized in software-
based SDN controllers that maintain a global view of the network, which appears
to applications and policy engines as a single, logical switch.
• Programmatically configured: SDN lets network managers configure, manage, se-
cure, and optimize network resources very quickly via dynamic, automated SDN
programs, which they can write themselves because the programs do not depend on
proprietary software.
• Open standards-based and vendor-neutral: When implemented through open stan-
dards, SDN simplifies network design and operation because instructions are pro-
vided by SDN controllers instead of multiple, vendor-specific devices and proto-
cols.
To have a clearer picture of the SDN architecture, lets decompose it in three layers (see
figure 2.1). Each layer is equivalent to one plane in traditional networks. The application,
control and infrastructure layers correspond to the management, control and data planes,
respectively. As explained, in SDN, the control and data planes are physically decoupled,
but the management plane can coexist with the control plane in the same device (the
controller).
Fig. 2.1: SDN architecture in layers
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The SDN concept was born with the OpenFlow protocol [2] that was built with the
goal of providing a way for researchers to run experimental protocols in campus networks.
OpenFlow is an open standard that defines an interface to allow switches and controllers
to communicate (e.g., defines message types and fields). The protocol is implemented as
a feature in commercial Ethernet switches.
The main components of an OpenFlow switch are shown in figure 2.2. The switch
has a software component that implements the OpenFlow protocol and communicates
with the controller using a TCP connection (it can be secure or not). This component can
dynamically change the flow tables (hardware) that are used to match and forward packets
(as in regular switches).
Fig. 2.2: Main components of an OpenFlow enabled switch
A switch can have several flow tables through which incoming packets are processed
in pipeline. Each flow table contains multiple entries used to match and forward packets.
When the switch receives a packet, it is matched against the table entries from top to
bottom. A (simplified) structure of a flow table entry is shown in figure 2.3.
If a packet does not match any table entry, the switch will generate an event with the
packet in question and send it to the controller. The controller will decide how to handle
the event, which usually includes installing flow rules that match the packet and forward
it.
This event, denoted as PACKET IN, is the most common event generated by Open-
Flow switches. Other events are generated when, for example, a flow entry is removed,
or port status modifications (e.g., link down). In addition to these events generated
by switches, the controllers can also send specific messages to query or configure the
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Fig. 2.3: OpenFlow table entry structure
switches.
OpenFlow has evolved over the years and enables new features with each release.
Two particular features are of interest to our work. First, OpenFlow 1.3 introduced the
master-slave model where switches can be connected to at least two controllers with dif-
ferent roles. For each switch, only one controller has the master role, while one or more
controllers may have the slave role. By default, switches send every event to the master
controller but only some events (e.g., port down events) are sent to the slave controllers.
Secondly, the addition of Bundles in OpenFlow 1.4 allows controllers to have more con-
trol on how switches process commands. Controllers can open bundles and add one or
more commands to that bundle before closing and committing each bundle. According to
the protocol, the commit can be ordered (commands must be processed in the order they
were sent by the controller), atomic (all commands must be processed successfully or else
no command can be processed), or both, but it is not mandatory that switches implement
all combinations. Upon committing a bundle, the switch must send an acknowledgement
message to the controller, the Commit Reply message, indicating if the bundle commit
was successful or not. Section 3.3 explains how we use these two mechanisms introduced
by OpenFlow to achieve a consistent and fault-tolerant controller.
The SDN design has some specific concerns with scalability and resilience which we
will discuss in the next sections. To overcome the scalability limitations of SDN, different
techniques have been proposed. These techniques can be classified into two main cate-
gories: (i) improving the control plane with well-known distributed systems techniques,
and (ii) moving the intelligence into the switches to offload the controller. In addition,
recent works complement these proposals by making Software-Defined Networks more
secure, resilient and robust to both applications and component faults.
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2.2 Scaling SDN in the control plane
The majority of research work to address the scalability issues in SDN focuses on the
control plane, since it does not require modifications to existing network elements.
2.2.1 Improving control plane performance
NOX [8] was the first controller to provide a higher level of abstraction for applica-
tions to program the network. However, NOX can only handle 30K new flow installs
per second while maintaining a sub-10ms flow install time [17], which is way far from
desired: a 1500 server cluster might generate 100K requests per second [18] and a 100
switch data center might generate 10000K requests per second [19].
With this in mind, some works focused on improving the control plane performance
by using multithreaded designs to explore the parallelism of multi-core processors [20,
21, 22, 13]. These implementations use common distributed system techniques such as
parallelism, I/O batching [20, 21, 22], shared queues [21] and pipelining [20], while
also maintaining a simple programming model for developers (i.e., they can write single
threaded applications) [20, 21].
Maestro [21] was the first controller exploiting parallelism to achieve near linear per-
formance scalability on multi-core processors. It uses a multithreading design that dis-
tributes the work evenly across worker threads and aims to reduce the cross-core over-
heads.
Beacon [20] not only optimizes the controller performance but it was also designed to
help application developers and network administrators. It provides a platform with tools
to ease the development of new applications and enables runtime modularity (new and
existing applications can start and stop during runtime).
NOX-MT [22], a multi-threaded successor of NOX, was able to outperform NOX by
a factor of 33 with just the use of I/O batching, Boost Asynchronous IO (ASIO) and a
multi-threaded malloc implementation.
2.2.2 Distributing the control plane
One key technique to scale the control plane is to distribute it. In this approach, physi-
cally distributed controllers work together to create a logically centralized global network
view. The distribution can be flat (horizontal) or hierarchical and each controller is re-
sponsible for a subset of the network switches, forming a controller domain. While dis-
tributed architectures have many advantages (e.g., scalability, switch-controller latency,
fault-tolerance and load balancing), the coordination between the controllers to achieve a
consistent network view brings new challenges.
Levin et al. [11] explore the trade-offs of state distribution in a distributed control
plane and motivate the importance of strong consistency in applications’ performance.
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On the one hand, view staleness affects the correct operation of applications, which may
lead to poor network performance. On the other, applications need to be more complex in
order to be aware of possible network inconsistencies.
One possible way to optimize the inter-controller coordination (and thus increase per-
formance) is to make use of local algorithms to perform global tasks, as proposed in [23].
The main idea is that each controller instance only needs to reply to events that take place
in its local neighbourhood (domain) in order to complete the algorithm, which greatly
reduces inter-controller coordination in large scale networks.
The first work to explore and provide a distributed control platform for applications
was Onix [1]. It introduced key concepts like the Network Information Base (NIB), par-
titioning and aggregation. Applications use a set of general APIs that facilitate the access
to network state (NIB), which is distributed and replicated over Onix instances to achieve
scalability and resilience. Each controller imports/exports its NIB to/from a data store and
registers for notifications to keep it updated with other controller instances. Onix also pro-
vides two data stores so that applications can choose their trade-offs between consistency
and performance.
Proposals like HyperFlow [24] and ONOS [25] take a different approach to maintain
a global network view: they use a publish/subscribe system for inter-controller communi-
cation (i.e., exchange network state updates and indirectly program switches from other
controllers). HyperFlow’s publish/subscribe system is tolerant to network partitioning and
also serves for controller discovery and failure detection. However, because HyperFlow is
implemented as a NOX application, it incurs into unnecessary complexities and requires
applications to be modified. On the other hand, ONOS, a distributed and open source
SDN controller for wide-area networks, uses ZooKeeper [26] to manage and establish
the switch-to-controller mastership. ONOS also provides a simple API for network ap-
plications that abstracts the network view without exposing unnecessary implementation
details (unlike Onix [1]).
To extend the distribution techniques presented in previous works, ASIC [27] pro-
poses an intra-domain architecture with three layers, where each one has its own scalable
solutions and can be adapted independently according to the network demands. First, a
load balancing layer distributes the network events to the controllers cluster (second layer)
that uses a distributed and persistent storage system (third layer) to achieve a consistent
global network view.
DISCO [28], an open and extensible controller built on top of Floodlight [13], uses
similar techniques but addresses the challenges of deploying a multi-domain SDN sys-
tem (e.g., its heterogeneous nature). It leverages on Advanced Message Queuing Pro-
tocol (that supports multiple protocols like OSPF, RSVP, BGP) to implement its pub-
lish/subscribe system. Network agents use this channel to share aggregated network-
wide state to provide end-to-end network services and mobility management. A DISCO
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controller manages the switches in one domain and maintains separated intra and inter
network state in an extended table. DISCO use cases include inter-domain topology dis-
ruption, end-to-end priority service request and virtual machine migration.
While proposals like DIFANE [29] and DevoFlow [30] (expanded in the next section)
aim to reduce the number of events reaching the control plane by extending the mecha-
nisms at the switches, Kandoo [31] achieves the same goal but without requiring switches
to be modified. Kandoo is based on the idea that some applications are local, and do not
depend on the global network state (e.g., learning switch and elephant flow detection),
to separate the control plane in two hierarchies. In this scenario, frequent events can be
processed by local controllers (which run local applications close to the switches) while
the logically centralized root controllers (i.e., Onix [1], HyperFlow [24]) deal with rare
events. In addition, a publish/subscribe system is used to exchange information between
the controllers (i.e., subscribe to events or ask for network state). Kandoo is able to au-
tomatically distribute application state based on a flag that each application must set to
indicate if they need local or global state, which makes it not being completely transparent
but easy to use nevertheless.
Beehive [32] extends the idea adopted by Kandoo to implement a platform that gen-
erates and optimally deploys a distributed version of centralized applications across mul-
tiple controllers. The platform uses techniques such as transactions, replication and fault-
tolerance to provide applications with concurrent and consistent state access in a dis-
tributed fashion. Because finding the optimum placement of applications is NP-hard,
Beehive employs a greedy heuristic aiming at processing messages close to their source.
2.3 Scaling SDN in the data plane
Because the data plane is programmed by the control plane that maintains a global
view, the OpenFlow design incurs in additional costs when compared to traditional net-
works – flow setup costs (on both the controller and network) and flow statistics costs.
These overheads limit the scalability of the control plane due to the high amount of events
that controllers may receive.
With this in mind, and as mentioned before, DIFANE [29] and DevoFlow [30] reduce
the number of events received by the control plane by adding new functionalities at the
switches. Their main idea is to delegate some work to these extended switches to offload
the controllers.
DIFANE [29] proposes that controllers should delegate work to authority switches
so that they do not need to be involved in the flow setup. Rules generated by the con-
trollers are partitioned and distributed across the authority switches whose job is to act
as controllers for regular switches. DevoFlow [30] attempts to perform a reasonable
trade-off between controller load and network visibility with two main mechanisms: 1)
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pre-installed wildcard rules are installed to delegate decisions to the switches as much
as possible while maintaining a central control and visibility over important flows (e.g.,
security, QoS); 2) efficient statistics collection techniques implemented in the switches
reduce switch-controller network bandwidth.
While partially solved by DevoFlow, this class of proposals choose to trade fine-
grained detailed flow-level visibility in the control plane for scalability, which can be
reasonable depending on the setting and constraints of the underlying network. In this
work, we also try to stay away from anything that involves changing the OpenFlow pro-
tocol or the switches.
2.4 Resilience in SDN
Having a strongly consistent network view across the controllers may be critical to
the operation of some applications (e.g., load balancing) in terms of correctness and per-
formance [11]. However, as noted in the CAP theorem [33], a system can not provide
availability while also achieving strong consistency in the presence of network partitions.
Because of this, fault-tolerant and distributed SDN architectures must use techniques to
explicitly handle partitions in order to optimize consistency and availability (and thus
achieving a tradeoff between them) [34]. Section 2.4.2 focuses on detailing proposals
that tolerate faults in SDN.
Part of the strong consistency in the controllers comes from a consistent packet pro-
cessing (i.e., packets received from switches). OF.CPP [35] explores the consistency and
performance problems associated with packet processing at the controller and proposes
the use of transactional semantics to solve them. These semantics are achieved by us-
ing multi-commit transactions, where each event is a sub transaction, which can commit
or abort, of the related packet (the main transaction). However, this transactional se-
mantics in the packet processing are not enough as discussed in the previous sections:
controllers should also coordinate to guarantee the same semantics in the switches state.
Specifically, the commands sent by the controllers should be processed exactly once by
the corresponding switches (to achieve consistent command processing – a problem our
work addresses).
Furthermore, as each controller manages a set of network switches, a single event can
cause applications to install commands on multiple switches. Therefore, it is important
to consider how in-flight packets will be processed by switches during an update to the
network policy (i.e., the global set of rules installed in the data plane). Ideally, a packet
should be forwarded by only one policy and never be forwarded by a combination of
an old policy in one switch, and later processed by a new policy in another switch – a
property called consistent network updates. Because applications should be as simple as
possible, the control plane should abstract the need to perform these consistent network
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updates [36]. This way, applications do not need to deal with the interactions of old a new
network policies when installing forwarding rules in multiple switches. Some proposals
for this class of reliability are discussed in section 2.4.1.
2.4.1 Consistent network updates
The concepts of per-packet and per-flow consistency model in SDN were introduced
in [36] to provide a useful abstraction for applications: consistent updates. With consis-
tent updates, packets or flows in flight are processed exclusively by the old or by the new
network policy (never a mix of both). A network policy can be seen as the set of rules
installed on all switches in the network at a given moment. For example, with per-packet
consistency, every packet traversing the network is processed by exactly one consistent
global network configuration. The authors extend this work in [37] and implement Ki-
netic, which runs on top of NOX [8], to offer these abstractions in a control plane to
be used by applications. The main mechanism used to guarantee consistent network up-
dates is the use of a two-phase protocol to update the rules on the switches. First, the
new configuration is installed in an unobservable way (no packets go through these rules
yet). After, the switch’s ingress ports are updated one-by-one to stamp packets with a
new version number (using VLAN tags). Only packets with the new version number are
processed by the new rules.
In [38], Canini et al. extend Kinetic to a distributed control plane and formalize the
notion of fault-tolerant policy composition. Their algorithm also requires a bounded num-
ber of tags, regardless of the number of installed updates, as opposed to the unbounded
number of tags in [37].
This class of proposals addresses consistent network updates, which is orthogonal to
the work presented here, since this work focuses on consistency issues inside the con-
troller (consistent packet processing) and on the switches (consistent command process-
ing).
2.4.2 Fault-tolerance
As for fault-tolerance, Kim et al. [39] identified three fault domains in SDN: (i)
switches and links between them (data plane), (ii) inter-controller links and switch-controller
links (control plane) and (iii) the controllers’ machines. In this section we start by explor-
ing domains (i) and (ii) and then move to domain (iii).
To address faults in the data plane, [39] and [40], specific proposals for this subject,
take different approaches. CORONET [39], a fault-tolerant SDN architecture, provides
fast recovery and is able to recover from multiple link failures. It incurs into minimal con-
trol traffic, by changing VLAN configuration after detecting faults in switches or links,
using the OpenFlow API. Alternatively, FatTire [40] proposes a new programming lan-
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guage that eases the development of fault tolerant applications by compiling regular ex-
pressions into OpenFlow rules. This provides an easy way for developers to specify the
set of paths that packets can take in the network and the degree of fault-tolerance required.
As a more general approach to handle faults in fault domain (i), most OpenFlow con-
trollers take a reactive approach: port-down events sent by switches are fed to applications
that program switches accordingly (i.e., reroute traffic around failures). Nonetheless, this
approach incurs into high restoration time and additional load on the controllers. A pos-
sible solution is to have pre-installed backup paths in the switches to avoid the overhead
of communicating with the control plane.
Covering fault domain (ii), Ros et al. [41] address the problem of dynamically adapt-
ing the number and locations of controllers, introduced in Bari et al. [42], but for fault-
tolerance. The goal is to determine the optimal number, placement and switch-connections
of controllers in order to achieve at least five nines of reliability in the southbound inter-
face (connectivity between controllers and switches).
Distributed control plane architectures can achieve fault tolerance in domains (ii) and
(iii) in the sense that if one controller fails, the switches managed by this controller start to
be managed by a new one. However, this does not guarantee that the new controller will
always have a consistent network view. The most common approach is to use the master-
slave model introduced in OpenFlow 1.3 (see section 2.1), which is used in [13, 25, 43, 44,
45, 12]. ASIC [27] tolerates controller faults because the load balancer (assuming it does
not fail) will only distribute requests across available controllers. In contrast with these
approaches HyperFlow [24] directly reconfigures switches to connect to a new controller.
Some proposals only plan to address fault-tolerance in future work [28, 32].
Deserving special attention, the works by Botelho [43] and Katta [12] address fault
tolerance in the control plane while achieving strong consistency. SMaRtLight [43] pro-
poses a fault-tolerant controller architecture for small to medium networks and analyses
the costs of fault-tolerance in SDN. The architecture uses a hybrid replication approach:
passive replication in the controllers (one primary and multiple backups) and active repli-
cation in a distributed data store to achieve durability and strong consistency. The con-
trollers are coordinated through the data store and achieve good performance by using
caching mechanisms. However, SMaRtLight requires that applications are modified to
use the data store directly, contrary to our approach, and it does not consider the consis-
tency of the interactions between the controllers and the switch state.
The closest work to ours is Ravana [12] that provides a transparent fault-free con-
trol platform for applications in the face of both controller and switch crashes. To achieve
this, Ravana processes control messages transactionally and exactly once (at both the con-
trollers and the switches) using a replicated state machine approach, but without involving
the switches in a consensus protocol. The protocol used by Ravana in show in figure 2.4.
Switches buffer events (in case they need to re-transmitted) and send them to the master
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controller that will replicate them in a shared log with the slaves and reply back to the
switch acknowledging the reception of the events. Then, events are delivered to applica-
tions that will generate and send one or more commands to the switches. Switches reply
back to acknowledge the reception of these commands and buffer them to filter possible
duplicates.
Fig. 2.4: Ravana protocol. In Ravana switches maintain two buffers (displayed on the
left) to re-transmit events and filter repeated commands in case of master failure. New
acknowledge messages (ack event and ack cmd) are exchanged between the switch
and the master to guarantee the consistency requirements.
While Ravana allows unmodified applications to run in a fault-tolerant environment,
it requires modifications to the OpenFlow protocol and switches: Ravana leverages on
buffers implemented on switches to retransmit events and filter possible repeated com-
mands received from the controllers; explicit acknowledge messages must be added to
the OpenFlow protocol so that the switch and the controller acknowledge received mes-
sages.
Despite the very clear value of resorting to more advanced features in switches, the fact
is that it takes time for the protocol (and subsequently switches) to be changed to include
the necessary features. This motivates our work of, starting from Ravana, achieve the
same guarantees without the need to modify the protocol or the switches.
This chapter addressed the main concepts of SDN, its problems and challenges and
listed some of the works in the literature that were somehow relevant to the problem
we want to tackle. In the next chapter we describe the Rama protocol in detail and the
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challenges it must surpass to achieve the desired consistency properties without modifying
the OpenFlow protocol or the switches.
Chapter 3 – Rama Design
In the previous chapter we summarized how SDN operates, explored some of its chal-
lenges and problems, and the relevant proposed solutions. In particular we discussed the
challenge that we focus on: maintaining a consistent control and data plane in the pres-
ence of faults. The goal of our work is to build a strongly consistent and fault-tolerant
control plane for SDN, without modifying switches, to be used transparently by applica-
tions. This chapter describes the architecture and protocol for such control plane which is
driven by the following requirements:
• Reliability: the system should maintain a correct and consistent state even in the
presence of failures (in both the controllers and switches).
• Transparency: the consistency and fault-tolerance properties should be completely
transparent to applications and switches.
• Performance: the performance of the system should not degrade as the number of
network elements (events and switches) grows.
3.1 Architecture
The proposed architecture for our system, Rama1 is depicted in figure 3.1. We have
decided to name our system Rama since the original idea behind the protocol was inspired
by Ravana [12] (see the description of Ravana in section 2.4.2). The main components are:
(i) OpenFlow enabled switches (switches that are implemented according the OpenFlow
specification), (ii) controllers that manage the switches and (iii) a coordination service
that abstracts controllers from complex primitives like fault detection and total order. In
our model, we consider only one network domain with one primary controller and one
or more backup controllers, depending on the number of faults to tolerate. Each switch
connects to one primary controller and multiple (f to be precise) backup controllers. This
primary/backup model is supported by OpenFlow in the form of master/slave and allows
the system to tolerate controller faults. When the master controller fails, the remaining
controllers will elect a new leader to act as the new master for the switches managed by
the crashed master. This election is supported by the coordination service.
1In the Hindu epic Ramayana, Rama kills the evil demon Ravana, who abducted his wife Sita.
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Fig. 3.1: High level architecture of the system. One controller manages the OpenFlow
(OF) switches (master) and one or more backup controllers are ready in case of failure
(slaves, connected in dashed line). All controllers keep an updated and consistent network
view using the coordination service. Network applications run inside controller replicas.
The coordination service offers strong consistency and abstracts the controllers from
coordination and synchronization primitives, making them simpler and more robust. Note
that here we usually want to have a number of replicas equal to 2f+1 with f being the
number of faults to tolerate. The strong consistency model assures that updates to the
coordination service made by the master will only return when they are persistently stored.
This means that slaves will always have the fresh modifications available as soon as the
master receives confirmation of the update. This results in a consistent network view
among all controllers even if some fail. In addition to the controllers’ state, the switches
also maintain state that must be handled consistently in the presence of faults. This will
be discussed in section 3.3.
3.2 Why Consistency Matters
In this section we summarize the importance of maintaining a consistent state in both
controllers and switches in a fault-tolerant SDN setting. The first step to have fault-
tolerance in the control plane is to have more than one controller available to manage the
network switches, which can lead us to some problems.
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3.2.1 Inconsistent event ordering
In OpenFlow, each switch maintains a TCP connection with each controller it knows
and sends them messages using these channels. If we configure switches to send all their
events to all known controller replicas, and let replicas process events as they are received,
each one will end up building a different internal state. This is because, although each
TCP channel orders events sent by each switch, there is no ordering guarantee between
the events sent to controllers by all switches.
Consider a simple scenario with two controllers (c1 and c2) and two switches (s1
and s2) that send two events respectively (e1, e2 and e3, e4). One possible outcome
where both controllers receive events in different order (while respecting the TCP FIFO
property) is c1 receiving events in the order e1, e3, e2, e4 and c2 receiving in the order
e3, e4, e1, e2.
As a result of this consistency problem we derive our first design goal for a fault
tolerant and consistent control plane:
Total event ordering: all controllers should process the same (total) order of events
and consequently reach the same internal state.
3.2.2 Unreliable event delivery
In order to achieve a total ordering of events between controller replicas two ap-
proaches can be used:
1. The master (primary) replica can store controller state (including state from network
applications) in an external consistent data-store (as in Onix [1], ONOS [25] and
SMaRtLight [43]);
2. The controller replicas can maintain a consistent state using replicated state ma-
chine protocols (as in Ravana [12]).
Although both approaches ensure a consistent ordering of events between controller
replicas, they are not fault-tolerant in a standard case where only the master controller
receives all events.
If we consider – for the first approach – that the master replica can fail between re-
ceiving an event and finishing persisting the controller state in the external data-store
(which happens after processing the event through controller applications), that event will
be lost and the new master (i.e., one of the other controller replicas) will never receive
it. The same can happen in the second approach: the master replica can fail right after
receiving the event and before replicating it in the shared log (which in this case happens
before processing the event through the controller applications). In these cases, since only
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the crashed master received the event, the other controller replicas will not have an up-
dated view of the network and, depending on the type of the lost event or on the type of
controller applications running on the controller, this can cause serious performance or
security problems.
However, a solution used to solve the problem above cannot be careless. Additionally
to not losing events, it is also important to not process them repeatedly in each controller
replica, since that would also lead to controllers having an inconsistent view of the net-
work. From both these problems comes our second design goal:
Exactly-once event processing: all events sent by switches are processed and are
never lost nor processed repeatedly.
3.2.3 Repetition of commands
In SDN, mechanisms to ensure exactly-once event processing are not enough to achieve
a consistent system in the presence of faults. This is due to the state maintained by
switches taking an important role on how the whole system works.
Consider the case where the master replica is processing an event that generated three
commands to be sent to one switch and the slave replica has knowledge of this event. If the
master fails while sending these commands, the new elected master will process the event
(to reach an updated state) and may send repeated commands. This happens because the
old master failed before informing the slave replica of its progress (i.e., which commands
have been sent for that specific event) and therefore it cannot decide which commands to
send and which commands to filter.
Additionally, to make things worse, one of the differences between traditional client-
server models and SDN is that controllers (servers) may reply (i.e., send commands)
to multiple switches (clients) as a result of one event sent by a switch. Therefore it is
essential to integrate switch state into a consistent and fault-tolerant protocol and handle
it carefully, which leads to our third and final design goal:
Exactly-once command execution: any set of commands for a given event sent by
controllers is executed only once on the switches.
3.3 Consistent and Fault-tolerant protocol
In an SDN setting, switches generate events (e.g., when they receive packets or when
the status of a port changes) that are forwarded to controllers. The controllers run multiple
applications that process the received events and may send commands to one or more
switches in reply to each event. This cycle repeats itself in multiple switches across the
network as needed.
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In order to maintain a correct system in the presence of faults, one must handle the
state in the controllers (the received events) and the state in the switches (the received
commands) consistently. In this work, to ensure this, the entire cycle (figure 3.2) is pro-
cessed as a transaction and exactly once. This means that (i) the events are processed
exactly once at the controllers and in a total order (i.e., all controllers process events in
the same order to reach the same state) and (ii) the commands are processed exactly once
in the switches. Because the standard operation in OpenFlow switches is to simply pro-
cess commands as they are received, the controllers must coordinate to send a command
exactly once (since we do not want to modify the protocol or the switches). Ravana [12]
does not need this coordination because the (modified) switches can simply buffer re-
ceived commands and discard repeated commands (with the same identifier) sent by the
new controller, as explained in section 2.4.2.
Fig. 3.2: Control loop of (1) event delivery, (2) event ordering, (3) event processing, and
(4) command execution. Events are delivered to the master controller, which decides a
total order on the received events. The events are processed by applications in the same
order in all controllers. Applications issue commands to be executed in the switches.
By default, in OpenFlow, a master controller receives all asynchronous messages (i.e.,
OFPT PACKET IN) and the slaves controllers only receive some messages (i.e., port
modifications). This means that only the master controller would receive the generated
events from the switches. To change this behavior, the slaves send an OFPT SET ASYNC
message to each switch that modifies the asynchronous configuration in a way that switches
will send events also to the slaves. Alternatively, controllers can set their role to EQUAL,
and the coordination (to decide who processes and sends commands) is done among con-
trollers. In this case, by the OpenFlow protocol specification, switches send all events to
every controller in role EQUAL.
The fault-free execution of the protocol is represented in figure 3.3. In this case, a
switch is connected with one master controller and one slave controller. The main idea is
that switches must send messages to all controllers, so that they can coordinate themselves
even if some fail at any given point. Ravana, because switches simply buffer events (so
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that they can be retransmitted to a new master if needed), switches can send events only
to the current master, instead of to every controller.
Fig. 3.3: Fault-free case of the protocol. Switches send generated events to all controllers
so that no event is lost. The master controller replicates the event in the shared log and
then feeds its applications with the events in log order. Commands sent are buffered
by the switch until the controller sends a Commit Request. The corresponding Commit
Reply message is forwarded to all controllers to make sure that a new master never tries
to commit repeated commands.
The master controller replicates the event in a shared log with the other controllers
that imposes a total order over the received events. Replicating events in the log can be
seen as the master sending an update to the coordination service and the slaves receiving
it (to simplify, the coordination service is omitted from the figures).
When the event is replicated across controllers, it is processed by the master controller
applications, which will generate zero or more commands. The commands are sent to the
switches in bundles (a feature introduced in OpenFlow 1.4, see figure 3.4). A controller
can open a bundle, add multiple commands to that bundle and then tell the switch to
commit the commands present in the bundle in an atomic and ordered fashion. If for
some reason an event does not generate any commands, the master controller will still
add one single message as part of the protocol (see below). Note that Ravana does not
rely on bundles since switches buffer all received commands so that they can discard
possible duplicates from a new master.
When the event is processed by all modules (each sent the commands they acquired),
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Fig. 3.4: OpenFlow Bundles.
the master controller sends a OFPBCT COMMIT REQUEST message to each switch af-
fected by the event. The switch processes the request and tries to apply all the messages
in the bundle by order. It then sends a reply message indicating if the Commit Request
was successful or not. Again, we need to make sure that this reply message is sent to all
controllers. This is a challenge, as it is not possible via the OpenFlow protocol. Bundle
Replies are Controller-to-Switch messages and hence are only sent to the controller that
made the request (in the same TCP connection). To overcome this challenge we inform
other controllers if the bundle was committed or not (so that they can decide to resend
commands), by including one OFPT PACKET OUTmessage in the end of the bundle with
action output=controller. The result is that the switch will send the data attached
in the OFPT PACKET OUT message to all connected controllers in a OFPT PACKET IN
message. This data is set by the master controller and assures that slave controllers know
which events were fully processed by the switch, so that they do not send repeated com-
mands (and thus guaranteeing exactly-once semantics).
The master finishes the transaction by replicating an event processed message
in the log, which tells the slaves controllers that they can safely feed the corresponding
event in the log to their applications. This is done to simply bring the slaves to an updated
state equal to the master controller (the resulting commands sent by the applications are
discarded).
3.3.1 Fault cases
When the master controller fails, the other controllers will detect the failure (i.e., by
timeout) and run a leader election algorithm to elect a new master for the switches. Upon
election, the new master must send a Role Request message to each switch, to register as
the new master. There are three main cases where the master controller can fail:
1. Before replicating the received event in the distributed log (figure 3.5),
2. After replicating the event but before sending the Commit Request (figure 3.6)
3. After sending the Commit Request message.
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Fig. 3.5: Case of the protocol where the master fails before replicating the received event.
Because the slaves buffer all events, the event is not lost and the new master can resume
the execution of the failed controller. The new master chooses the order of the events to
replicate in the log and can only append new events to the log.
In the first case, the master failed to replicate the received events to the shared log, but,
since slave controllers receive and buffer all events, no events are lost. The new elected
master appends the buffered events in order to the shared log and continues operation
(feed the new events to applications and send commands). Note that before doing this,
the new master must finish processing any events logged by the older master, having or
not the corresponding event processed message in the log) - events marked as
processed have their resulting commands filtered. This makes the new master reach the
same internal state as the previous one before choosing the new order of events to append
to the log (and it is valid for the other fault cases too).
However, if the event was indeed replicated in the log (cases 2 and 3), the crashed
master may have already issued the Commit Request message. Therefore, the new master
must carefully verify if the switch has processed everything it has received before re-
sending the commands and the Commit Request message. To guarantee ordering, Open-
Flow provides a Barrier message, to which a switch can only reply after processing ev-
erything received before (including generating and sending possible error messages). If a
new master receives a Barrier Reply message without receiving a Commit Reply message
(in form of OFPT PACKET OUT), it can safely assume that the switch did not receive
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nor execute a Commit Request for that event from the old master (case 2)1. Even if the
old master sent all commands but did not sent the Commit Request message, the bundle
will never be committed and will eventually be discarded. Therefore, the new master can
safely resend the commands. In case 3, since the old master sent the Commit Request
before crashing, the new master will receive the confirmation that the switch processed
respective commands for that event and will not resend them (otherwise we would break
the exactly-once commands property).
Fig. 3.6: Case of the protocol where the master fails after replicating the event. The first
part of the protocol is identical to the fault-free case and is omitted from the figure. In
this case, the crashed master may have already sent some commands or even the Commit
Request to the switch. If the new master does not receive a Commit Reply before the
Barrier Reply, it can safely repeat the commands and order a commit. If the new master
received the Commit Reply (the crashed master did send the Commit Request), the new
master simply continues operation without sending the old commands.
Note that to ensure that at least one controller will know that the switch completely
executed the received commands it is important that the switch sends the Commit Reply
message to all controllers (in our case, in the form of OFPT PACKET OUT). Imagine
the other scenario where the switch only sends the Commit Reply message to the master
controller. If the master controller fails after issuing the Commit Request to the switch but
before receiving or replicating the reply to the other controllers, the new elected master
would never know that the switch had committed the commands. As such, the inclusion
1This relies on the FIFO properties of the controller-switch TCP connection.
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of the OFPT PACKET OUT message to the bundles is the key to guarantee the level of
consistency required.
3.4 Consistency Properties
The protocol described in the previous sections was designed to achieve the same
consistency properties as Ravana but without the need to modify the OpenFlow protocol
or the switches. In this section we summarize the desired properties and the mechanisms
used to achieve them. For a brief comparison, see table 3.1. Rama aims to achieve three
main consistency properties:
Total event ordering: to guarantee that all controller replicas reach the same internal
state, they must process a sequence of events in the same order. For this, both Rama and
Ravana rely on a shared log across the controller replicas (implemented using the external
coordination service) which allows the master to dictate the order of events to be followed
by all replicas. Even if the master fails, the new elected master always preserves the order
of events in the log and can only append new events to it.
Exactly once event processing: events cannot be lost (processed at least once) due
to controller faults nor can they be processed repeatedly (they must be processed at most
once). Contrary to Ravana, Rama does not need switches to buffer events neither that
controllers acknowledge each received event to achieve at-least once event processing
semantics. Instead, Rama relies on switches sending the generated events to all (f+1)
controllers so that at least one of them will known about the event (even if the other f fail
– considering a control plane with f+1 replicas that tolerates f faults). Upon receiving
these events, the master replicates them in the shared log while the slaves buffer them.
If the master fails before replicating the events, the new elected master can append the
buffered events to the log. If the master fails after replicating the events, the slaves will
filter the buffered events so that they do not append the same events to the log. This
ensures at-most once event processing since the new master only processes each event in
the log one time. Together, sending events to all controllers and filtering buffered events
ensure exactly-once event processing.
Exactly once command execution: for any given event received from a switch, the
resulting series of commands sent by the controller are processed by the affected switches
exactly once. Here, Ravana relies on switches acknowledging and buffering the received
commands (to filter duplicates) from controllers. As this requires changes to the Open-
Flow protocol and to switches, Rama relies on OpenFlow Bundles to guarantee trans-
actional processing of commands. Additionally, the Commit Reply message, which is
triggered after the bundle finishes, is sent to all controllers and thus acts as an acknowl-
edgement that is independent of controller faults. If the master fails, the new master needs
to know if it should resend the commands for the logged events or not. A Packet Out mes-
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sage at the end of the bundle acts as a Commit Reply message to the slave controllers. This
way, upon becoming the new master, the controller replica has the required information
to know if the switch processed the commands inside the bundle or not, without relying
on the crashed master. Furthermore, note that the new master sends a Barrier Request
message (see section 3.3.1) to the switch. Receiving the corresponding Barrier Reply
message guarantees that neither the switch nor the link are slow (because we received a
reply) and thus there is no possibility of the Packet Out being delayed. Therefore, the
using of Bundles that include a Packet Out at the end plus the use of a Barrier message
ensures that commands will be processed by the switches exactly-once.
Property Ravana Rama
At least once events
Buffering and
retransmission of switch
events
Switches send events to
every controller with role
EQUAL
At most once events Event IDs and filtering in the log
Total event order Master appends events to a shared log
At least once commands
RPC acknowledgments
from switches
Bundle commit is known
by every controller by
piggybacking PacketOut
in OpenFlow BundleAt most once commands
Command IDs and filtering
at switches
Table 3.1: How Rama and Ravana achieve the same consistency properties using different
mechanisms
It is important to note that we also consider the case where switches fail. However, this
is not a special case of the protocol because it is already treated by the normal operation
of the OpenFlow protocol. A switch failure will generate an event in the controller which
will be delivered to the applications, for them to act accordingly (e.g., route traffic around
the failed switch). A switch may fail before sending the Commit Reply to the master and
the slave controllers. However, this does not mean that the transaction fails. Since this is
a normal scenario in SDN, controller replicas simply mark pending events for the failed
switch as processed and move on.
While we detail our reasoning as to why our protocol meets the described consistency
properties, modelling the Rama protocol and giving a formal proof is left as future work
and out of the scope of this dissertation.
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Overall, the Rama protocol makes use of the existing mechanisms in OpenFlow to
ensure that each controllers has all the required information to act accordingly to the
situation and leave the system in a correct and consistent way (e.g., knowing if a bundle
was committed on the switch so that it does not send repeated commands). In the next
chapter we detail the our implementation of the Rama protocol.
Chapter 4 – Implementation
Our proposal, Rama, can, in principle, be implemented in any existing SDN controller
(e.g., POX, Beacon, Ryu, ONOS, Opendaylight) that supports OpenFlow 1.4. This chap-
ter gives details about how we implemented Rama.
We have built our controller on top of Floodlight [13], an open source controller for
OpenFlow, implemented in Java. The fact that it is written in Java and that it has a very
active community were the main factors for Floodlight to be chosen.
As coordination service, we opted for ZooKeeper [26], for its reliability, simplicity
and wide use (see section 4.1).
4.1 ZooKeeper
ZooKeeper [26] is a well known coordination service that enables highly reliable dis-
tributed coordination. It exposes a set of primitives like naming, synchronization, and
group services to be used by distributed applications. For Rama, ZooKeeper abstracts
controllers from fault detection, leader election and event transmission and storage (for
controller recovery).
High performance, high availability, strictly ordered access and reliability are some of
the design goals of ZooKeeper. The reliability aspect means that ZooKeeper itself should
be replicated across a set of hosts (called an ensemble). Each ZooKeeper server has an
atomic broadcast component and maintains a replicated database that is an in-memory
database containing the entire data tree (see figure 4.1). The atomic broadcast is the core
of ZooKeeper: it is an atomic messaging system that keeps all of the servers in sync1.
This agreement protocol ensures that every server processes messages in the same (total)
order.
To split workload across ZooKeeper servers, clients can connect to any server and
send requests to it. Servers can process and reply to read requests locally (using the
local database) but write requests (that change the state of the service), are processed by
the agreement protocol. In this protocol, servers forward write requests from clients to
a single server (the leader). These servers (followers) receive message proposals from
the leader and agree on the order of messages to be delivered proposed by the master. In
1https://zookeeper.apache.org/doc/r3.4.8/zookeeperInternals.html
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conclusion, the agreement protocol implemented by ZooKeeper ensures that local replicas
of the database never diverge in each server.
Fig. 4.1: ZooKeeper components in each server1
The ZooKeeper data model resembles the traditional directory tree structure of file
systems, with each node in the tree (that can be seen as a directory) having data and chil-
dren nodes associated with it. Two important concepts for Rama provided by ZooKeeper
are ephemeral nodes and watches. The former allows clients (in our case, controllers) to
create nodes that will be deleted when their session ends (allowing for fault detection),
while the latter enables receipt of nodes modifications (for event replication). A simplified
ZooKeeper API is shown in table 4.1.
Method Description
create(path, data, mode) Creates a node with the given path and mode.
delete(path) Deletes the node with the given path.
exists(path, watch) Checks if the node with the given path exists or not
getChildren(path, watch) Returns the list of the children of the node in the given path.
getData(path, watch) Return the data of the node with the given path
setData(path, data) Sets the data for the node of the given path if it exists
multi(operations) Executes multiple ZooKeeper operations or none of them
Table 4.1: Simplified ZooKeeper API
In the next sections we will discuss how ZooKeeper and its features helped us building
Rama using its simple design and API.
1Source: https://zookeeper.apache.org/doc/r3.4.8/zookeeperOver.html
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4.2 Floodlight architecture
To understand the design decisions made in Rama, it helps to understand how Flood-
light is built. Floodlight is a modular controller, which means that multiple modules can
be plugged into its core functionality. There are two kinds of modules in Floodlight: con-
troller modules and application modules (see figure 4.2). Controller modules implement
core network services (e.g., Link Discovery, Device Manager and Topology Manager) to
be used by other modules (either core or application). Application modules, using the
core modules, implement the administrator’s desired network logic (e.g., hub or learning
switch, firewall and other user specific use cases).
Fig. 4.2: Floodlight modules architecture1
Modules can register to receive different type of events (e.g., Packet-In messages,
switch modifications) and act accordingly to program the switches. These events are
processed in a pipeline that traverses all modules that registered to receive that type of
event.
Floodlight uses Netty, an asynchronous event-driven framework, for its I/O operations
with switches. A thread pool with a fixed number of threads (worker threads) collects net-
work events, with each worker thread processing one event at a time through the pipeline.
Figure 4.3 describes the life cycle of worker threads. Note that each worker thread is
only available to pick up a new network event when it finishes processing the pipeline of
modules.
1Source: https://floodlight.atlassian.net/wiki/display/floodlightcontroller/Architecture
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Fig. 4.3: Floodlight thread architecture
Fig. 4.4: Rama thread architecture
4.3 Rama architecture
Rama introduces two main modules into Floodlight: the Event Replication module
(section 4.4) and the Bundle Manager module (section 4.5). Additionally, the Floodlight
architecture was modified for performance reasons (see figure 4.4).
In the original Floodlight, the worker threads would be used to collect network events
and to process the modules pipeline. If we kept this design it would be impossible to
perform event batching before sending the events to ZooKeeper (this is further explained
in section 4.4). Ideally, we want to free the threads that collect network events (netty
worker threads) as soon as possible so that they can keep collecting more events. For
this purpose, the worker threads’ only job is now to put events in a queue (Replication
Queue). The Replication threads will take events from this queue and execute the logic in
the Event Replication module, which will send the events to ZooKeeper in batches (see
section 4.4.2). When ZooKeeper replies to the batched request, events will be added to
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the Pipeline Queue to be processed by the Floodlight modules.
One of the requirements for this work is to make the control plane transparent for
applications (in Floodlight, to its modules). The Event Replication module is thus made
completely transparent to other modules since it acts before the pipeline. The modules
will continue to receive events as usual in Floodlight and process them by changing their
internal structures and sending commands to switches. Returning to the proposed proto-
col (see section 3.3), we need to send commands to switches inside bundles, in a trans-
parent way for modules. To achieve this, we only modified a core class of Floodlight,
OFSwitch.java to interact with our Bundle Manager (see section 4.5). This core class
contains the method write(OFMessage m) that sends a message to the switch using
the established TCP connection and is (already) used by all modules to send commands
to switches as part of the Floodlight architecture and design. Therefore, this process of
sending messages inside OpenFlow Bundles is completely transparent to the existing and
future Floodlight modules.
4.4 Event Replication and ZK Manager
The Event Replication module is the bridge between receiving events from the netty
worker threads and putting them in the pipeline queue to be processed by the Floodlight
modules. Events are only added to the pipeline queue after being stored in ZooKeeper.
To separate tasks, Event Replication leverages on the ZK Manager, an auxiliary class
that acts as ZooKeeper client (establishing connection, making requests and processing
replies) and keeps state regarding the events (an event log and an event buffer in case of
slaves) and switch leadership. We consider that an event is a pair <switch, message>
and that it is processed as such through the whole Rama architecture. Floodlight also
has the notion of context that is passed to the modules pipeline, but we can ignore it for
now. Event Replication and the ZK Manager work together to attain exactly-once event
delivery and total order.
When an event arrives at the Event Replication module, we check whether the con-
troller is in master or slave mode (for that switch). In master mode the event is replicated
in ZooKeeper and added to its in-memory log. This log is a collection of RamaEvent
objects, which apart from the switch and message, contains an unique event identifier (an
incremental long number given by the current master), information related to the switches
affected by the event, and of which switches already processed the commands sent. The
events are replicated in ZooKeeper in batches (see section 4.4.2), so each replication
thread simply adds an event to the current batch and becomes free to process a new event.
Eventually the batch will be sent to ZooKeeper containing one or more events to be stored.
Upon receiving the reply, the events that were stored will be added to the pipeline queue
ordered according to the identifier given by the master (i.e., event i can only be added to
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the queue after event i-1).
In slave mode, the event is simply buffered in memory for the case where the master
controller fails. A special case is when the event received is the Packet Out that the mas-
ter controller added to the bundle. In this case, the slave marks that this switch already
processed all commands for this event. Slaves also keep an event log as the master, but
only events that come from the master are added to it. Events from the master arrive via
watches set in ZooKeeper nodes. Slaves set watches in the received-events node (see fig-
ure 4.5) and are notified when the master creates event nodes under that node. After being
notified, the slave gets all the children nodes of the received-events node and searches for
new events, getting the data stored for each one. Note that each node (e.g., e0000000)
has a list of multiple events in its data. The node name represents the first id contained
in the data of the node. The new events are added to the in memory log (so it is kept
up-to-date with the log maintained by the master) and the events are added to the pipeline
queue in the same way as in the master controller. An important detail is that event iden-
tifiers are set by the master controller, and when slaves deserialize the data obtained from
nodes stored in ZooKeeper, they get the same exact RamaEvent objects created by the
master. Therefore, the events will be queued in the same order as they were in the master
controller replica.
/
zookeeper
rama
controllers
c1
c2
master
switches
00:00:00:00:01
00:00:00:00:02
received-events
e0000000
e0000021
...
processed-events
e0000000
Fig. 4.5: ZooKeeper node structure. In this case, the node e0000000 under received-
events contains a list with events from event 0000000 to e0000020
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4.4.1 Fault Detection and Leader Election
The ZK Manager module is also responsible for detecting and reacting to controller
faults. At start up, each controller will try to create an ephemeral node called master
under the main rama folder, with the data set for its identifier within the group. Note that
creating a node that already exists results in error. This means that only one controller
(the master) will be able to create the node (and succeed), while the other controllers will
get an error saying that the node already exists. In this case, (slave) controllers will leave
a watch in the master node. When the master controller (the one that was successful in
creating the master node) fails, the ephemeral node will be deleted by ZooKeeper and
it will send a notification to every controller that has a watch in the master node. Upon
receiving this notification, controllers will retry the procedure mentioned above and only
one of them will be the new master, while the others reset the watch to be notified again
in the future.
4.4.2 Event batching
Floodlight thread architecture was modified to allow event batching, which is done
for performance reasons. Considering that ZooKeeper is running on a separated machine
from the master controller replica, sending one event at a time to ZooKeeper would sig-
nificantly degrade performance. Therefore, the ZKManager groups events before sending
them to ZooKeeper in batches. Batches are sent to ZooKeeper using a special request
called multi, which contains a list of operations to execute (e.g., create, delete, set
data). For event replication, the multi request will have a list with multiple create oper-
ations as parameter. This request is sent after reaching the maximum configured amount
of events (e.g., 1000) or some time after receiving the first event in the batch (e.g., 50ms).
This means that each event has a maximum delay time (regarding event batching). Fur-
thermore, to minimize the number of nodes created in ZooKeeper, each create operation
will have data representing a list of events. This list size is bounded by the maximum
allowable size of the data in each node, which is 1MB (1,048,576 bytes).
Let’s suppose a scenario where a master controller receives 2050 events in less than
50ms, the batch size is 1000 events and we want each node in ZooKeeper to hold at
maximum of 100 events. Three multi requests will be made: two consisting of a list
with 10 create node operations (each node with 100 events) and another with only one
create node (with the remaining 50 events). All this in three requests to ZooKeeper and 21
nodes saved. Without any kind of batching, we would have 2050 requests to ZooKeeper
and 2050 nodes.
Summing up, we have two goals when batching events: (i) we want to send as few
requests as possible to ZooKeeper and (ii) we want to create as few nodes as possible in
ZooKeeper. For (i) we use the multi request which can group multiple operations in one
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single request and for (ii) we group multiple events in a list and serialize it to use as the
data for each create node operation (as opposed to having one create node operation for
each event inside the multi request).
4.5 Bundle Manager
The Bundle Manager module keeps state related to all the bundles opened for each
switch (as result of an event) and is responsible for adding messages, closing and com-
mitting them. We modified the write method in OFSwitch.java (class that is used by
all modules to send commands to switches) to call the Bundle Manager that will wrap the
message sent by modules in a OFPT BUNDLE ADD MESSAGE and send it to the switch.
Upon receiving this message, the switch will add the inner message to the (previously)
opened bundle. Therefore, this process is transparent to all modules because they do not
need to be modified to know about the presence of the Bundle Manager module. In the
end of the pipeline, the Bundle Manager module is called to close and commit the bundles
containing the messages added by the modules for this event. Note that one event may
cause modules to send commands to multiple switches, so in this step the Bundle Manager
may send OFPBCT COMMIT REQUEST to one or more switches. Before committing the
bundle, the Bundle Manager also adds a OFPT PACKET OUT message to it, so that slave
controllers will know if the commands for an event were committed or not in the switch
(as explained in section 3.3). This message will be received by the slave controllers as a
OFPT PACKET IN message with data set by the master controller. This data contains the
identifiers of the event, of the switch and of the bundle.
The Bundle Manager and the ZK Manager work jointly to attain exactly-once com-
mand execution on switches.
Chapter 5 – Evaluation
In the previous chapters we explained the design and some implementation details of
Rama, our consistent, fault-tolerant SDN controller. In this chapter we evaluate Rama
to understand its viability, the costs associated with the mechanisms used to achieve the
desired consistency properties (without modifying the OpenFlow protocol or switches),
and how it compares with the alternatives (Ravana [12]).
For our tests we used 3 machines connected to the same switch via 1Gbps links as
depicted in figure 5.1. Each machine has an Intel Xeon E5-2407 2.2GHz CPU and 32
GB (4x8GB) of memory. Machine 1 runs one or more Rama instances, machine 2 runs
ZooKeeper 3.4.81 and machine 3 runs Cbench to evaluate the controller performance.
This setup tries to emulate a scenario similar to a real one with ZooKeeper on a different
machine for fault-tolerance purposes and Cbench on a different machine to add some
network latency.
Fig. 5.1: Experiment setup
Cbench is a tool that simulates a configurable number of OpenFlow switches that
connect to a SDN controller and tests its performance by sending Packet In messages
and measuring reported times. Cbench can run in two distinct modes: throughput and
latency. In throughput mode Cbench always keeps its network buffer full of Packet In
1http://zookeeper.apache.org/doc/r3.4.8/
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messages for each switch-controller connection and counts replies (Flow Mod or Packet
Out messages) as they arrive. In latency mode Cbench sends one Packet In message and
waits for a reply before sending the next one. Note that we modified Cbench to handle
OF Bundle messages
5.1 Rama Performance
We have compared the performance of Rama against Floodlight [13], Ravana [12]
and Ryu [46] (the base controller for Ravana). Figure 5.2a shows the throughput for each
controller (for Ravana and Ryu we use the results reported in [12], as they considered
a similar setup). For Floodlight and Rama measurements we run Cbench emulating 16
switches.
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Fig. 5.2: Throughput comparison
Floodlight is optimized for performance achieving around 85K responses per second,
with a configuration where only some core modules and a Hub application module is
running. Note that we run Floodlight with a single worker thread so it comes down to
Ryu’s level (which has around 67K responses per second). Rama achieves close to 30K
responses per second. We can see that this throughput is not quite at Ravana’s level, as
our solution incurs in higher costs compared to Ravana for the consistency guarantees
provided.
In figure 5.2b we show, separately, throughput results considering the different levels
of consistency provided by both Rama and Ravana. The exactly-once events consistency
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level ( ) ensures that no events are lost and that controllers do not process repeated events.
Additionally, controllers must agree on a total order of events to be delivered to applica-
tions. For the latter, both Rama and Ravana rely on ZooKeeper to build a shared log
across controllers. In our case, the master controller batches events in multiple requests
to ZooKeeper, waits for replies, and orders the events before adding them to the Pipeline
Queue. In Ravana the processing is equivalent.
The Exactly-once commands semantics ( ) ensures that commands sent by con-
trollers are not lost and that switches do not receive duplicate commands. Ravana relies
on switches to explicitly acknowledge each command and filter repeated ones. For Rama,
this includes maintaining state of all opened bundles for switches, and sending additional
messages to the switches. Instead of replying only with a Packet Out as in Floodlight,
Rama must send messages to open the bundle, add the Packet Out to it, close the bundle
and commit it. To evaluate this case, we had to modify Cbench. In our modified version
of Cbench, a switch only counts a reply when it receives a Commit Request message from
the controller (not when it receives a Bundle Add message with the Packet Out). This al-
lows a faithful emulation of the performance of Rama in a real system – indeed, in Rama
a packet will only be forwarded after committing the bundle on the switch to guarantee
consistent process.
Note that neither Rama nor Ravana wait for ZooKeeper to persistently store requests
on disk (they both use ZooKeeper in-memory). In our case, the multi request is sent
asynchronously (i.e., threads are freed to continue operation) and a callback function is
registered. This function will be activated when ZooKeeper replies to our multi request
and enqueues the logged events (in order) in the Pipeline Queue to be processed by the
modules.
As show in Figure 5.2b, some guarantees are costlier to ensure than others. For in-
stance, the cost of providing Exactly-once events semantics is higher than Exactly-once
commands semantics. Note that we do not include the results from Exactly-once com-
mands in Ravana as these are not available in [12].
Figure 5.3 shows how maintaining multiple switch connections affects Rama through-
put. As switches send events at the highest possible rate, the throughput of the system
saturates with around 16 switches. Importantly, the throughput does not decrease with a
higher number of switches, which is similar to Ravana.
Rama batches events to reduce the communication overhead of contacting ZooKeeper.
In practice, events are sent to ZooKeeper after reaching a configurable number of events
in the batch (batching size) or after a configurable timeout (batching time).
To evaluate batching we conducted a series of tests with different configurations to
understand how the batching size and time affects Rama performance (figure 5.4). Note
that throughput is only affected by batching size and never by batching time. This happens
because in throughput mode Cbench sends events at the highest rate possible and therefore
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the batching time is never reached.
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5.2 Latency
For latency measurements, we want to know the average time that one request takes
to be processed by Rama.
If we consider that the controller will be batching events until the batch is full or until
a timeout is reached, the maximum (worse) possible latency is around the batching time
(e.g., 100ms). This corresponds to the case where switches do not send enough events to
fill the batch and so Rama waits until the timeout is reached.
On the other hand, if the number of events received fill the batch, Rama will process
the events as soon as possible without waiting, resulting in a better latency. To test this,
we use the results from running cbench in throughput mode (to trigger the batching limit)
with 1 switch (to test the worst case and give a more realistic value) from figure 5.3,
which is 15.3K responses per second. To get the seconds it takes for one request to be
processed (the latency), we need to calculate the inverse (1/15300) which gives around 65
microseconds.
5.3 Failover Time
To measure the time for Rama to react to failures we use mininet [47], our modified
version of OpenvSwitch [14] and iperf [48].
Mininet creates a virtual network with multiple switches and hosts that runs in one
machine. This allows us to run command line programs in one host to communicate with
other hosts (e.g., ping) using the virtual switches. The virtual switch used by mininet
is a version of OpenvSwitch that we modified to handle bundle related messages and
only forward packets after a Commit Request message. Iperf is a network bandwidth
measurement tool that runs in both client and server mode. The client generates IP or
UDP packets and sends them to the server (usually at a constant rate) and the server
reports the results in terms of bandwidth, packet loss, and other parameters.
We setup a simple topology in Mininet with one switch and two hosts, one to act as
iperf server and another as client. We start the client and sever in UDP mode, where
the client generates 1 Mbit/sec during 10 seconds. The switch connects to two Rama
instances and sends all events to both. Each Rama instance is connected to ZooKeeper
server running on another machine (as before) with a negotiated session timeout of 500ms
(the minimun we could set in ZooKeeper). To make sure that no rules are installed on the
switch – so that events are sent to controllers each time a packet arrives – we run Rama
with a module that only forwards packets (using Packet Out messages) without modifying
the switch’s tables.
Figure 5.5 shows the reported bandwith from the iperf server and indicates the time
taken by Rama to react to failures.
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Fig. 5.5: Rama failover time
Namely, the slave replica takes around 550ms to react to faults. This includes the time
for:
(a) ZooKeeper to detect the failure and notify the slave replicas (500ms).
(b) Electing a new leader for the switches.
(c) The new leader to transition to master (finish processing logged events from the old
master to reach the same internal state).
(d) Append buffered events to the log and start delivering unprocessed events in the log
to applications so they start sending commands to the switches.
The major factor is the time ZooKeeper needs to detect the failure of the master con-
troller. As it may be possible to reduce the session timeout, we were not able to achieve it
without incurring into problems (either ZooKeeper did not accept client requests when the
timeout was too small, or clients were constantly losing their session even when running).
For comparison, Ravana reports a failover time of 75ms with 40ms to detect the failure
(as opposed to our 500ms to detect the failure).
Summing up, Rama comes close, but does not achieve the performance of Ravana (as
expected since the design phase of the dissertation). This is due to the fact that Rama
incurs into higher costs (requires more messages to be sent over the network) in order to
achieve the same properties as Ravana. Despite the small loss in performance, the value
proposition of Rama of guaranteeing consistent command and event processing without
requiring modifications to switches or to the openflow protocol makes it an effective en-
abler for immediate adoption of fault-tolerant SDN solutions.
Chapter 6 – Conclusion & Future Work
In a fault-tolerant Software-Defined Network, maintaining a consistent controller state
is not enough to achieve a correct system. Unlike other distributed systems, in SDN it is
necessary to consistently handle switch state to avoid loss or repetition of commands
under controller failures.
To address these challenges imposed by SDN we propose Rama, a consistent and
fault-tolerant SDN controller that handles the entire event processing cycle (i.e., event
delivery by switches, event processing by controllers, command delivery by controllers
and execution by switches) exactly-once. Rama is built on top of Floodlight – a Java SDN
controller – and relies on the widely used ZooKeeper as its coordination service.
Rama differs from the existing alternative, Ravana, by not needing to modify the
OpenFlow protocol nor existing OF switches. While Ravana relies on events and com-
mands buffers on switches, and requires new messages to be added to the OpenFlow
protocol, Rama leverages on switches sending events to all controllers and on existing OF
Bundles to achieve the same consistency guarantees. We believe this is fundamental to
ease the adoption of Rama in the near future.
During the evaluation of Rama, we confirmed what was expected: Rama has a slightly
worse performance than Ravana because it incurs into higher costs to provide the same
consistency guarantees. We believe that the difference in performance is justifiable and
worth the fact that Rama does not require modifications to the switches nor to the OF
protocol.
Over the course of this dissertation we had the chance to work and contribute in three
projects: Floodlight, OpenvSwitch and Cbench. Floodlight and OpenvSwitch are two
on-going open source projects with a vibrant community so it was a very interesting and
different experience which involved: learning about the system architecture, the exist-
ing code, and how to contribute – communicating and discussing plans for contributing,
implementing the functionality, testing and submitting patches to the working group.
Looking back at the development of Rama, something that delayed the whole process
was not thinking for performance in the first place. At first, we tried to develop Rama
for a simple scenario with few switches and not worrying about stressing the system
throughput. Later on, while evaluating Rama, we found that its performance was poor
and we had to make changes to the overall system architecture as well as optimizations to
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our modules.
As for future work, we plan to model Rama and present a formal proof regarding
the consistency guarantees Rama provides. Additionally, Rama can still be improved for
performance, scalability, robustness and security For instance, Rama can be improved to
act as a distributed controller where one controller replica acts as master for a subset of
switches and another replicas act as master for the other subsets of switches. Although
this would require more synchronization (we would still need to maintain total order of
events across all masters), this approach can offload master replicas since under no faults
each controller only processes events received by its subset of switches.
Glossary
API Application Programming Interface.
BGP Border Gateway Protocol.
FIFO First in, first out.
IP Internet Protocol.
NIB Network Information Base.
OF OpenFlow.
OSPF Open Shortest Path First.
RSVP Resource Reservation Protocol.
SDN Software-Defined Networking.
TCP Transmission Control Protocol.
UDP User Datagram Protocol.
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network.
ZK ZooKeeper.
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